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The family company is located in Serbia, in Ada nearby the Hungarian 

border. With its own production sites and warehouses, the firm is  

situated on more than 10,000 m2 and employs over 180 people. 

WHO WE ARE

A team of bag enthusiasts whose mission is to create bags that bring 

joy into kids’ kindergarten, school and everyday life. With more than 50 

years’ of expertise in bag production we proudly claim that we are the 

Leading School bag producer in Europe. 



OUR PRINCIPLES

In the creation of Belmil bags we follow some simple principles:  

Creativity and Playfulness

Following the latest trends in kids’ fashion combined with 

different design techniques to make our bags playful and creative. 

Child-centeredness

When developing our products, we first listen to 

and learn about what children really needs.

Uniqueness

Our collection comprises of unique designs that our designer  

team eagerly creates every day to fulfill our children’s wishes.

Thanks to our endless collection, each child can easily find a 

unique pack that mirrors his/her personality.



MINI KIDDY
305-9

User age

Dimensions

Weight

Volume

Material 

Purpose 

Extra

1-3

H 23 L 9+6 W 20 cm

cca. 260 g

cca. 6.5 L

Polyester, waterproof 

Kindergarten, Travel, Outdoor 

Printed Name Tag (on backpanel) 

Enlargeable front pocket (+ 6 cm)

Elastic cord for storing jacket



store your 
favourite toys and 

little blankets

reflective 
elements

Enlarge the pack 

whenever you need 

more space!

store waterbottle

and lunchbox safely

enough space for 
outdoor  

and picnic

elastic cord for 

storing jacket

+ 6 cm



Funny Frog

Sweet Ladybug

Little Dino My First Cars

Sharky Sweet Cat Sweet Fairy

Hippo

MINI KIDDY
305-9





MINI ANIMALS
305-15

User age

Dimensions

Weight

Volume

Material 

Purpose 

Extra

1-3

H 25 L 18 W 11 cm

cca. 210 g 

cca. 4 L

Polyester, waterproof 

Kindergarten, Travel, Outdoor 

Printed Name Tag (on backpanel)



Animal shaped,
super cute backpacks 

for the smallest

reflective elements 
for safety

enough space for your 

favourite toys,  

little blanket and 

lunch box

adjutable shoulder 

straps with chest 

strap for optimal 

load distribution



Mr. Frog

Ms Unicorn

Ms Mouse

Ms Kitten Mr. Lion Panda

Mr Hippo

MINI ANIMALS
305-15





KIDDY & KIDDY PLUS
305-4 &  305-4/A

User age

Dimensions

Weight 

Volume

Material 

Purpose 

Extra

3-6

H 33 L 23 W 13 cm

230-340 g

cca. 12 L

Polyester, waterproof 

Kindergarten, Travel, Outdoor 

Printed Name Tag (Kiddy Plus)

Side Pocket (Kiddy Plus)

easy-to-use zippers
for kids' small hands

separate compartment 

for pencil case

and lunch box

reflective 
elements



easy-to-use zippers
for kids' small hands

soft, back panel 

& adjustable 

shoulder straps

separate compartment 

for pencil case

and lunch box

reflective 
elements

printed name tag

KIDDY PLUS
305-4/A

KIDDY
305-4

Adjustable chest 

belt for load 

distribution

waterbottle
Up to 0.7 L



KIDDY
305-4

Meow

Jungle

Sweet Bunny Cute Panda

Let’s Race Pirates



KIDDY PLUS
305-4/A

Funfair

Cars

My Unicorn Flowers

Elephant Rocket

ConstructionGrey Dinosaur






